We study the problem of computing the set of all distant horizons of a terrain, represented as either: the set of all edges that appear in the set of all distant horizons; the connected sets in the union of all points that appear in the set of all distant horizons (the set of edge fragments); or a search structure to efficiently calculate the edge fragments or edges on a distant horizon from a particular viewing direction. We describe a randomized algorithm that can be used to solve all three forms of the problem with an expected run time of " ! $ # " % for any
where is the number of edges in the piecewise linear terrain. We show that solving either of the first two versions of the problem is 3SUM hard, and we also construct a terrain with a single local maxima and a quadratic number of edge fragments in the set of all distant horizons, showing that our solution to the second version of the problem is essentially optimal. Our goal is to compute the set of all distant horizons of a terrain. One motivation for this goal is to obtain a representation of the terrain data that is less detailed and thus faster to render, but that closely approximates the view of the true terrain when rendered from any distant view point. We could query for this distant horizon given a horizontal viewing direction or we could pre-calculate the set of edges or edge fragments that contribute to the set of all distant horizons. By rendering this pre-calculated set of edges, we render an accurate distant horizon independent of the horizontal viewing direction. We therefore consider three versions of the distant horizon problem:
1. The problem of computing all distant horizon edges (the set of terrain edges that contribute to at least one distant horizon).
2. The problem of computing the set of all distant horizon edge fragments (the set of terrain edge fragments that contribute to at least one distant horizon). These edge fragments are the connected sets in the union of all points on the terrain that appear in at least one distant horizon.
3. The problem of computing a query data structure that returns the set of edge fragments or the set of edges from a given horizontal viewing direction.
The paper places our results in the context of previous work, describes an algorithm to compute the set of all distant horizons of a terrain, and then discusses the complexity of each of the problems described above. 
for this edge is given by 1 : 
We can use the output of the above described algorithm to query for a distant horizon given a horizontal viewing direction. In particular, once the upper envelope in q t f u d v w u " | A % space is known, a query data structure can be constructed in
, to determine the edge fragments or the edges that lie on the distant horizon from a horizontal viewing direction. We construct this data structure by projecting the upper envelope down onto the t v -plane from above. The t ṽ -plane is then divided into a number of regions, which are called patches, where a bivariate function x y t z u " v 5 % realizes the upper envelope. By determining the extent of a patch in the t direction, we create intervals of horizontal viewing directions for which an edge fragment appears on the distant horizon. We load these intervals into an interval tree [6] so that they can be efficiently searched. If we only want to know the edges that appear on the distant horizon, we merge overlapping intervals resulting from the same edge into a single interval. If we want to know the precise distant horizon, we store the equations defining the boundary of the patches with the interval.
Given 
. Connect these four points into structures called slits. The rest of the construction is shown in figure 2 .
If we intersect a horizontal plane with this terrain at any altitude between ) and , we have a number of horizontal segments in the plane with a horizontal distance less than } ½ between any adjacent pair. It has been shown in [8] that this horizontal distance is sufficiently small to ensure that a line passes through one pair of segments on each of G )
, G ¾ , and
G ¼ ²
, if and only if three points were collinear in the original instance of the GeomBase problem. Thus, a line passes through three slits if and only if three points in the original GeomBase problem were collinear. Once we have computed all distant horizon edges, we answer "yes" to the GeomBase problem if and only if an edge adjacent to a slit appears on the distant horizon. This can be done in $ % time and concludes our reduction. Although this demonstrates the problem of determining all distant horizon edges is 3SUM hard, the reduction requires
